
Index

A* algorithm, 216
abductive inference,296
absolute space,138
accessor,77
accuracy,see inaccuracy
action,367
Active Badge, 284
active location sensor,282
acyclic graph,120
adaptive thresholding, 208
adjacency

list, 212
matrix,211

affine transformation, 90, 128
affordances,298
aggregation,76
aleatory,350
algorithm,169, see also A*;

Delaunay triangulation;
Dikjstra’s;
Douglas-Peuker; Garey et
al.; geometric; greedy;
Greene-Yao; travelling
salesperson; winding
number; Zhang-Suen

algorithmic complexity,170
α-cut,347
ALU, 25
amplitude modulation, 29
analog,29
analogy,297
analysis, 317,see network,

analysis; spatial, analysis;
system, analysis

angle,86, 161
angulation,283
animation,307, 307–309

frequency,307
order,308

anisotropic,146
annulus, 109, 110
antisymmetric, 76,121
arc,110
architecture,see computer,

architecture; database,
architecture; system,
architecture

ArcInfo, 260
arithmetic-logic unit,see ALU
arrangement, 304
aspect,10
assignment operator, 183
assisted GPS,287
association,76, 78
asymptotic behavior,171
atomic transaction,43
attribute

re-expression,307
timestamp,370
type,57, 61

augmented reality,316
average-case performance,171
axis,85, 173

B-spline,156
B-tree,227, 227–229, 375–377
balanced tree, 227, 228, 255
bandwidth,30, 270
BANG file, 251
Bayes, Thomas, 351
Bayesian probability, 351–352
beacon, 282
bearing,86, 161, 195
behavior,71, 71–72, 77, 137
belief,341, 351–353
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revision, 338,343, 343–344
Beowulf,269
Bézier curve,156
bias,336
“big-oh” notation,171
bijection, 97, 107
binary

relation,94
search,224

binocular depth cue,311
bit, 16
bitemporal,367

index, 379
model, 369–370, 373–374
timestamp,369

blancmange function, 145
block, 28,222

encoding,236
bona fide boundary,134
Boolean overlay,12
boundary, 87, 104,134

operator,106, 159
branching time,372, 373
breadth-first traversal,213
Brouwer’s fixed point theorem,

110
browsing, 317
brushing,314
BSP-tree,254, 254–255
bucket,240
buffering,12
bus,25
business graphics, 22
byte,16

CAD, 3, 40
candidate key,46
Cantor-diagonal order,233
cardinality, 59,91
Cartesian plane,85, 94
cartographic generalization,

176, 271,302
cartography,301, 301–303

cube,306
category theory,137
cell tree,251
center of gravity, 197

central processing unit,see
CPU

centroid, 57, 161,197
chain,210

coding,209, 210, 234–235
change, 364
channel,329
chroma,see saturation
chronon,372
CISC,26
Clarke’s calculus of individuals,

163
class,72

diagram,75, 78
classification,302
client,267

stub,272
client-server,267, 267–271
client-side,269, 271
closed

cell, 109
interval,93
polyline,87
set, 104

closed world assumption,342
closure,104, 159
cluster,269
co-dimension,162
Codd, Ted, 43
codomain,96
cognition,296, 296–297
collaborative, 287
collinearity, 199
color, 303
combinatorial

map,116, 184
topology,100, 113–117

command entry,299
commit transaction, 43
commutative diagram, 137
commutes,137
complement,92
completeness

data quality,336
of a knowledge base,326

complex instruction set
computer,see CISC
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complexity function,170
component,262
composable system,262
computable,170
computational

complexity, 170–172
geometry,169, 207

computer
aided design,see CAD
architecture, 24–32,see also

system, architecture
network, 29–32, 281–282
storage, 4, 24–28

computer-supported
cooperative work,see
CSCW

conceptual data model, 19,55,
55–65, 137, 142

conclusion,325
concurrency,37, 39
conditional probability,350
connected,107, 111–113

graph,119, 213
connection-oriented,32, 281
connectionless,32, 281
consistency,337, 337–339, 341
constraint enforcer,41, 278
constructor,77
context,5, 43, 331, 339,see

also user, context
context-aware,278, 295
continuant,134, 364
continuous,144, 155

time, 372
contour, 10,309
control unit,25
convergence,311
conversion path,263
convex,98

hull, 98, 191
polygon,87, 197

CORBA, 272
count noun,366
cover,159
CPU,25, 269

transfer time,222
credibility, 353

crisp,335
set,335, 353

CSCW,319
currency,336
cybergeography,84
cyclic

redundancy check,330
time,372, 373

DAG, 121
data,5, 16, 264, 329

capture,18
definition language,see DDL
dictionary, 42,265
independence,37, 38,39
integrity,37, 38, 66, 278
mining,22, 23
model, 3,19, 19–20, 38
protection,289
quality,336, 336–339
security,37, 38, 271, 278
sharing, 4, 262, 265, 266

database,3, 35–40, 223
design, 66–70
development, 55–71
management system,see

DBMS
performance,37
reliability, 37, 274
scheme,45
self-describing,37, 38

DBMS, 18, 37, 39, 55
architecture, 40–42

DCEL, 182, 182–184
DDBMS, 274

heterogeneous,275
homogeneous,275

DDL, 50
de facto standard,264
de jure standard,264
De Morgan’s laws, 159, 238
dead reckoning, 284
decision problem,217
decision-making, 317
deductive

database,44
inference,296, 324–326

deductively
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closed, 325
valid, 297,325

default reasoning,343
degree theory,346
Delaunay triangulation,190,

205–207
constrained,192

DEM, 142, 143
Dempster-Shafer theory,

352–353
denotational semantics,324
dense

set,93
time, 372

dependent entity,60
depth cue,310, 310–311
depth-first traversal,213
design

analysis,319
rationale,319

desktop metaphor,300, 302,
304

destructor,77
detail, 128
diagonal triangulation,89, 89,

122
dialog,297
difference, 47,92
differentiable,144
digital, 29

cartography,22
elevation model,see DEM
terrain model,see DTM

digitizer, 19,28
Dijkstra’s algorithm,215
Dijkstra, Edsger, 215
direct access,28, 223
directed

acyclic graph,see DAG
cycle,121
graph,118
path,120

discrete
Euclidean plane,173
time,372
topology,102

discretization, 155–157,174,
172–177

disjoint type,63
display,294
distance, 123, 195–196
distributed

component,272
database, 23,37, 274,

273–278
database management

system,see DDBMS
system,266, 266–272

divide-and-conquer,205, 209
domain, 44, 50,96, see also

source domain; target
domain; codomain

grid, 173
doubly-connected edge list,see

DCEL
Douglas-Peucker algorithm,

176
DTM, 143
dual graph,122, 187, 188
duration

dynamic visual variable,307
in temporal measurement,

372
dynamic

query,314
visual variable,307

E-R
diagram,57
model,56, 56–63, 68, 179

E911, 279, 287, 288
earcons,312
edge, 118
editing, 317
EER

diagram, 64, 180
model,63, 63–65, 74

Egenhofer, Max, 161
element,91
elimination, 302
embedding space,153, 245
empty set,91
encapsulation,74
endurant,see continuant
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entity
instance,56
type,56, 61

epistemic vagueness,335
equality,91
equator,125
equivalence relation,95, 333
Erlangen program, 83
error,332, see also inaccuracy

detection,330
of commission,333
of omission,333
propagation,286

Euclidean
plane,85, 107–117, 141,

156, 172
space,84, 84–90
transformation, 90

Euler characteristic, 114
Euler’s formula, 113, 122
Euler, Leonhard,119
evaluation function,217
even parity,330
event,366
explosive logic, 338
expressive interface,298
extensible markup language,

see XML
extensible RDBMS,54
exteroceptor,295
extremes, 87
eye tracking,315

face, 115
fan-out ratio, 253
feedback,298, 305,313, 316,

313–316
fetch-execute cycle,see

instruction cycle
fiat boundary,134, 331
field, 15,138, 138, see also file,

field
operations on, 147–152
properties of, 142–147

field tree,251
field-based model,138, 138,

140–142, 172, 186–187
FIFO,213

file, 222
field, 222
organization,223, 221–225
unordered,223

processing,36
first normal form,see normal

form, 1NF
first-in-first-out,see FIFO
fitness-for-use,339
fixed

grid, 240
point,110

flash memory,28
fly-by, 307
focal operation,149
focus, 304
focusing,314
foreign key,51, 70
form, 299
4-intersection model,162
fractal,128, 233

dimension,130
geometry,128, 127–131

fragmentation,276, 276–277
frame

check sequence,330
of discernment,334

Freeman chain coding, 234
frequency,30
function,96, 138
fuzzy

geometry,348
membership function,347,

354
region,348
set,347
set theory, 346–348, 354
viewshed, 355

Garey et al. algorithm, 203–205
gateway, 275
gazetteer, 124
generalization,63, 64,see also

cartographic
generalization

generator,128, 233
geocoding,273
geodatabase,3
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geodesic distance, 123
geographic

information science, iii,3
information system,see GIS
space,84
thinking,306, 317
visualization,see

geovisualization
geography markup language,

see GML
geoinformatics,3
geometric

algorithms,169, 170,
194–207

domain,173
geometry,83
georelational model,260, 260
geospatial,2
geovisualization,305, 306,

305–317
gesture tracking,315
GIS, iii, 2, 1–5
global positioning system,see

GPS
GML, 266
goal directed,216
goals, operations, methods,

selection,see GOMS
Gödel, Kurt,170
GOMS,319
GPS, 283–286,288, 289
granularity,333, 336, 354
graph,118, 118–122, 211

cycle,120
graphical user interface, 73,see

also user, interface
greedy

algorithm,202
triangulation, 192,202

Greene-Yao algorithm,175
grid

data structures, 240–241
directory,241
file, 241

groupware,319
gustatory,295

half line,86

Hamiltonian circuit, 120,217
haptic,294, 295

display, 313
hard copy,29
hardware,24, 280
hash

field, 225
file, 225
function,225

Heisenberg, Werner, 331
Hermite curve,156
heuristic, 216, 218,297
hierarchical

database,44
task analysis, 320

historical, 46
R+-tree,380
R-tree,380

homeomorphism, 90, 99,107,
113, 161, 184

homogeneous association,76
homonymy,263
horizontal fragmentation, 276
hotspot,281
hue,303
human-computer interaction,

293, 295, 293–301,373
hybrid GIS,260, 260
hypsometric map,309

icon,300, 303
identifier,57
identity,73
image, 97

database,3, 19, 40
image schema,302
immersive virtual reality,316,

316
impedance mismatch,71, 73
imperfection,332, 332–333
imprecision, 286,332, 336,

337,338
in-car navigation, 286
inaccuracy, 286,332, 333, 336,

337,338, see also error
inclusion polymorphism, 75
incompleteness,170, see

completeness
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inconsistency,see consistency
index,225, 225–229

field, 226
indiscernibility,333, 333–334
indiscrete topology,102
inductive inference,296
information,5, 264, 329–331

community,264, 265
entropy,330
glut, 353
scarcity, 352
system,1

inheritance,74, 74–76, 78
hierarchy,64, 156

initiator, 128
injection, 97
input,294

explicit, 295
implicit, 295

input/output channel,see IO
channel

inscribed octahedron,255
inside,159
instruction cycle,25
integrated GIS,261
integration, 317
integrity constraint,38, see also

data, integrity
interaction diagram,79
interactive voice response, 299,

312
interactivity,306
interface,72, 268, 272,see also

user, interface
interior,105, 159
interleaving,42
Internet, 32
interoperability,259, 293
interposition,310
intersection,92
interval

real numbers,93
scale of measurement,143

intractable,172, 217, 325
introspection,342
intuitive interface,298, 298
invariance,83

inverse function,97
involutory relationship,59
IO channel,294, 294–296, 301,

305, 306, 312
irreflexive,121
irregular tessellation, 140,143,

188
“is a” relationship,75
isochrone,13, 146
isoline,141
isomorphism, 119
isotropic,146
IVR, see interactive voice

response

join operator, 48, 66
Jordan curve theorem,130
Jordan, Camille,130

Königsberg bridge problem,
119

kD-tree,245
Kepler, Johannes,189
key field,222, 226
kinesthesia,295
Kleene logic, 346
Klein, Felix, 83
knowledge, 341,342

base,325
Koch snowflake, 128,130, 145

labeled graph,118
LAN, 32, 274, 281
last-in-first-out,see LIFO
latency,222, 269
lateration,283, 284
latitude,125
layer,141
LBS, see location-based

services
leaf,120
learning,297
least squares adjustment,339
legacy data, 19
levels of measurement,

143–144
lexicographic distance, 124
lifeline, 361
LIFO, 213
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line, 86
data structures, 248–250
of monotonicity,203
segment,86, 157
intersection, 200–201

simplification,176, 302
line-of-sight,32, 281
lineage, 336,336
linear

perspective,310
search,223
time,372

linked view,314
literal, 153
LOBS,see

location/orientation-based
services

local
area network,see LAN
autonomy,274, 278
operation,148

location sensor, 282–287
location-aware,278, 278–290
location-based services,287,

287–288, 295,371
location/orientation-based

services, 288,288
logical

data model, 19, 55, 137
quantifier,328

longitude,125
loop,110, 130
lost update,42
lower approximation,348, 355

machine cycle,see instruction
cycle

magnitude of change,308
main memory,27
mainframe,266, 267, 271
MAN, 281
mandatory participation,59
Mandelbrot, Benoit, 128
Manhattan distance, 124, 126
many-to-many relationship,58
many-to-one relationship,58,

179
many-valued logic, 338,346

map, 19, 108,270, 306
algebra,147
metaphor,304, 305
symbolization,303, 303–305

MapQuest,270
mass noun,366
MBB, see minimum bounding

box
medial axis,193

transform,193, 236
mediator,275
meet,159
mega-programming, 262
membership,91
menu,299
mereological hierarchy,see

partonomy
meridian,125
message,72
metadata,336
metaphor, 73,297, 300,302,

304, 315,373
method,72
metric, 103

space,123, 123–126
metropolitan area network,see

MAN
minimum bounding box,200,

251–253, 379
mobile

computing,278, 279
resource allocation, 287

modal operator,342
model,135
modeling, 135–137
modem,30
modularity,259, 274
moment,307
monocular depth cue,311
monotone,88

chain, 88
polygon, 88, 203

monotonic logic,325, 327,see
also non-monotonic logic

morphism,135
Morton order,233, 235, 239
motion
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parallax,310
tracking, 284, 286

moving object database,371
multi-level index,227
multi-tier client-server,268,

272
multimodal,294, 313,313
multiple inheritance,75
multiversion B-tree,376

n-simplex, 115
NAA, 116,179, 179–181
NAN, 281
natural join,48
natural language,301
near, 103
nearness, 355
negative introspection, 342
neighborhood,100, 147

area network,see NAN
nested tessellation,193, 194
network, 16, 117–122,

211–218,see also
computer, network

analysis,7, 16
database,44

neural interface,295
9-intersection model,162
node, 118

degree, 118
node-arc-area,see NAA
noise,329
nominal,143
non-monotonic logic,343, 344,

see also monotonic logic
norm,85
normal form, 45, 68, 370

1NF,45, 54
normalization,68, 181, 229,

262
nowhere differentiable,130,

145
NP-complete,217, 218
null, 50, 51, 328

object,71, 153, 272
diagram,79
request broker, 272

object-based model,138, 138,
152, 152–157, 172

object-DCEL,184, 184–186
object-orientation, 71–80
object-oriented,71, 152,152,

261, 272
analysis, 73
database management

system,see OODBMS
design, 73

object-relational database
management system,see
ORDBMS

occurrent,134, 366
octahedral tessellation, 193,

255
octree,239
odd parity,330
olfactory,295
one-to-one relationship,59
ontic vagueness,335
ontology,134, 134, 133–135
OODBMS,79, 80
open

ball, 126
cell, 109
disk,101
interval,93
set,104

operand,158
optional participation,59
ORDBMS, 80, 262
order,171
ordered

association,76
minimum angle vector,191

ordering field,224
ordinal,143
organization, 2
orientation, 303
origin, 85, 173
overflow,228
overlap,159
overlapping B-tree,375
overloading, 75

PAN, 281
panning,314
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paraconsistent logic,339
parallel processing,269
parity bit,330
“part of” relationship,76
partial

identifier,60
order, 95,121

participatory GIS,319
partonomy,76, 367
passive location sensor,284
path, 119
path-connected,111
pattern, 304, 307
Peano-Hilbert order,233
peer-to-peer, 267,267, 272
perceptual space,84
perdurant,see occurrent
personal area network,see PAN
pervasive computing,278
physical data model, 19, 137
pixels,17
planar

embedding,116
graph,121

Platonic solids,193
plausibility,353
PM quadtree,249, 249–250
point,85, 157

data structures, 240–248
quadtree,242, 242–245,256
query,231, 250, 380
set, 86
topology,100, 100–101,
107–113, 162

vector,85
point-in-polygon,130, 159,

169,197
pointer,300

field, 226
polygon,87, 88,156

area, 196
boundary,87
holes and islands, 186
overlay, 201
triangulation, 192, 202–205
vertex,87

polyline,87, 156, 157, 176

polymorphism,75
portable device,279
positioning, 287
positive introspection, 342
possible worlds,340, 340–341
posterior belief,352
posting the foreign key,70
power set,91
precision,see imprecision
preference relation,343
premise,325
presentation, 316
primary key,46, 51
primary storage,25
principle of minimal change,

343
prior belief,352
privacy,288, 288–290
probability, 350–351
probable viewshed, 355
problem solving, 297, 314, 317
process,366
product, 47, 94
project operator,47
projective transformation, 90
proprioceptors,295
protocol,268
prototyping,319
proximal polygon, 14,190
proximity, 282

q-edge,250
quad-edge representation,187
quadtree,236
qualitative,340

approaches to uncertainty,
340–349

quantitative,340
approaches to uncertainty,

349–353
quasimetric,125
quaternary triangular mesh,

255, 256, 255–257
region quadtree, 257

query,20
compiler,41
language,41
optimization, 41,50, 79
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querying, 316
queue,213

R-tree,251, 252, 252–253,
379–380

RAM, 27
random access memory,see

RAM
range, 97
range query,231, 231–233,

240, 250, 380
raster,17, 187, 234–239
rasterization,16, 210
ratio,144
ray,198
RCC,163
RDBMS,45, 80
read only memory,see ROM
realistic sound, 312
reasoning,296, see also spatial,

reasoning
record, 37,222
recovery management,43
reduced instruction set

computer,see RISC
redundancy,66
reflexive,95
region

connection calculus,see
RCC

quadtree,236, 236–239, 256
quadtrie,242

register memory,27
registry, 272,273
regular

closed,112
polygon,187, 189
tessellation, 140,143, 187

regularization,111, 205
relation, 44,45, see also binary,

relation
cardinality,45
degree,45, 66
scheme,45, 46, 68

relational
algebra,47, 46–50, 183
database, 43–46, 262, 369

database management
system,see RDBMS

distributed database,
276–277

model,44, 138
operator,46
scheme, 181
temporal database, 369–370

relationship,58
identifying,60
occurrence,58
type,58

relative space,138
relevance,339
reliability, 337, see also

database, reliability
rendering,311
replication,276
report generator, 22
request-response,267
resource inventory,6
response time,314
restrict operator,48
retinal disparity,311
revision,344
RISC,26
rollback,368

transaction, 43
ROM, 27
root mean square error,338
rooted tree,120
rotation, 90
rough set,348

theory, 348–349, 354
row order,233
row prime order,233
R+-tree,251, 253
run-length encoding,235
Russell, Bertrand, 92

saturation,303
scalar,16
scale dependence,127
scaling, 90
scan conversion,210
scene,307
scene analysis, 284
schema evolution,370
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scientific visualization,306
secondary storage,26
seek time,28, 222
segment tree,377
select operator,see restrict

operator
self-affine,128
self-similar,128
semantic heterogeneity,263
semantics, 264, 324
semi-convex, 98
semi-line algorithm,198
semi-open interval,93
sensor, 18,see also location

sensor
sequential access,28
server,267

skeleton,272
server-side,269, 271
set,91

theory, 90–97
Shannon-Weaver theory,

329–331
shape, 303
Shapefile,260
shear, 90
shortest path,214

all-pairs,217
single-source,216

similarity
relation,334
transformation, 90, 108, 128

simple,87
arc,110
loop,110
polyline, 87

simple thresholding, 208
simplex

0-simplex,115
1-simplex,115, 168
2-simplex,115, 168
boundary, 115

simplicial complex,115,
114–116

dimension, 116
simplification,302
simply connected,109

single inheritance,75
single-level index,226
situation,366
skeleton,193
Smith, Barry,134
smoothing,208
snapshot, 14,361
soft copy,29
software,24

mobility, 279
sonification,312
sorites paradox,335
sound symbol,312, 313
soundness,325
source domain,135
space,84, 83–85, 372
space complexity,170
space-filling,130, 233
spaghetti,177, 177–179
spatial

acuity,313
analysis,14
autocorrelation,147
cognition,324
data, 16–18, 52–54, 229–233
data mining,see data, mining
field, 141
framework, 138,140, 143
information system,3
operations, 157–162
reasoning,323, 323–328,see

also reasoning
spatialization,373
spatiotemporal

index, 379–380
information system,359,

371–380
query, 380
system, 14

specialization,63, 64
speech

recognition, 315
synthesis, 312,313, 315

spherical data structures,
255–257

spiral order,233
spread spectrum,283
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SQL, 50–52, 183, 380
stack,213
standard deviation,338
standards, 264–266
star-shaped polygon,87, 98
state,71
Steiner point,89, 122, 202
stereoscopic,311
stored data manager,41
strongly connected,113, 185
structured query language,see

SQL
subclass,74
submenu,299
subset,91
subset sum problem,217
subtype,63
superclass,74
supertype,63
support,140
surjection,97
syllogism,325
symmetric,95
synchronization,308
synonymy,263
syntactic heterogeneity,262
syntax, 264, 324
system

analysis,19, 60, 74
architecture,259, see also

computer, architecture
catalog,42
design,19, 66, 74
documentation, 20
implementation,19
life-cycle,20, 137, 167
maintenance, 20

t-zone, 103, 126
table,see relation
TACIS, 313
target domain,135
tasks (using GIS), 316–318
taxonomy,76, 367
temporal

index, 374–378
information system,369,

367–370

SQL,380
terminal, 266
ternary relationship,60
tessellation, 140,187, 187–193

of the sphere, 193,194
tetrahedral tessellation, 193
texture, 304
theory, 325
thick

client, 269
server, 269

Thiessen polygon, 190, 282
thin

client, 269
server, 269

thinning,208
three-dimensional display,

309–311
three-valued logic,345
thresholding,208
tick, see chronon
tile index,233
tiling, 189
time, 14, 360–367, 372

complexity,170, 225
time to first fix,285
timeline, 309,373
timeliness,336
timestamp, 361,see also

attribute, timestamp;
bitemporal, timestamp;
tuple, timestamp

TIN, 116, 187–190
Tobler, Waldo, 147
topography, 309
topological

algorithm, 197–199
equivalence, 107
invariance, 108
operations, 159–162
property, 99
space,100, 102, 103–107
transformation,see

homeomorphism
topology,99, 99–117, 126–127,

179
tracking, 287
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transaction,42, 80
independence,43
time,367, 368, 375–377

transfer format,262, 264–266
transformation,89, 332,see

also topological,
transformation

transformer,77
transitive,95, 121

closure,218
translation, 90
transperceptual space,84
travel time, 13

distance, 124, 126–127, 146
topology, 102, 126

traveling salesperson algorithm,
7, 218

tree, 120, 227, 242
triangle inequality,125
triangular facets,193
triangular point quadtree,256,

257
triangulated irregular network,

see TIN
triangulation,88, see also

Delaunay; greedy;
polygon; TIN

algorithms, 202–207
trie, 242, 257
tuple,44

timestamp,369
Turing, Alan,170
two-dimensional orderings,

233–234
two-tier client-server,268
2D-tree,245, 245–248

ubiquitous computing, 278
uncertainty, 328,331, 331–332

applications of, 353–357
underflow,228
union, 47,92, 158
unit

disk, 104, 105
square, 94

Universal Transverse Mercator,
see UTM

update,344

upper approximation,348, 355
usability,317

engineering,318, 318–320
user

context, 278
interface,37, 298, 297–301
development, 316–320

usual topology, 101,102, 102,
156

UTM, 97

vagueness, 331,334, 334–335,
338, 345, 355

valid time,367, 368, 377–378
value,303
vector,17, see also point, vector

quantity,16
vectorization,17, 207–210
verbal thinking, 306
version,368

management,368
vertex, 87, 115

figure,187
vertical fragmentation, 276
vestibular,295
view, 37, 39, 40
viewshed, 10–11,355
virtual reality,see immersive

virtual reality
visibility, 298

analysis,10, 143
visual thinking, 306
visual variable,303
visualization,see

geovisualization; scientific
visualization

volatile storage,25
von Koch, Helge, 128
von Neumann architecture,24,

269
von Neumann, John, 24
Voronoi diagram,190
voxels,17

WAN, 32, 274, 281
Warwick, Kevin,295
waterfall model,20
wavelength,30
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weak entity, 60
weakly connected,113, 185
wearable computing,280
web services,272, 273
Websigns,288
Wi-Fi, 281
wide area network,see WAN
WIMP, 300
winding number algorithm,199
window,300
windows, icons, menus,

pointers,see WIMP
winged-edge representation,

187
wireless,31, 281–282,283
world time,see valid time
World Wide Web,see WWW
worst-case performance,171
WWW, 2, 40, 268

XML, 265, 266, 288
vocabulary,265, 266

Zhang-Suen algorithm,
209–210

zonal operation,150
zooming,314
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